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Abstract

Mobility simulation is an important tool for a wide variety of cases.
When provisioning computational resources for telecom networks,
mobility simulation can be used as a tool for modeling user behavior.

This thesis paper explores and evaluates naïve mobility simulation that
builds upon models available within the RECAP project, as well as high-
fidelity state-of-the-art mobility simulation using SUMO.

Significant qualitative trade-offs were found between these methods of
simulating mobility, in terms of effort that would have to allocated
towards each method, flexibility, demands on data, and realism. Using
mobility traces is presented as a third option that sidesteps the issues
involved in setting up a mobility simulation scenario, but introduces its
own inflexibilities.
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1 Introduction
The Reliable Capacity Provisioning for Distributed Cloud/Edge/Fog Computing Applications
(RECAP) project is a Horizon 2020 project whose aim is to manage server infrastructure efficiently
[1],  one specific instance of where capacity provisioning may be improved is in the case of cellular
traffic in a telecom network. To get an idea of how to improve such provisioning, it’s important to build
realistic models of cellular traffic. This task consists of two parts, (1) modeling service usage, i.e. what
kind of cellular traffic is being produced, when it is being produced, and where it is being produced,
and (2) modeling user mobility, i.e. how people are moving as they produce cellular traffic. The focus
of this paper is on (2), and mainly on vehicular mobility.

The method of choice for modeling vehicular mobility has often been simulation [2]. In this paper, two
different simulation approaches are evaluated and contrasted; one naïve, which builds upon previous
work done within RECAP, and one more involved high-fidelity approach, using pre-existing software
used within the field of mobility simulation that bundles state-of-the art mobility simulation
algorithms. Mobility traces is also considered as a non-simulation option.

For the naïve approach, the emphasis is on implementation, and the challenges that need to be dealt
with to construct a custom simulation tool. For the high-fidelity approach, the literature is reviewed
and an attempt is made to set up a mobility simulation scenario for Umeå, Sweden. Qualitative
challenges and trade-offs are then evaluated and discussed.

1.1 Research questions
- How do naïve, high-fidelity and trace approaches to mobility simulation compare in terms of

demands on data, realism, flexibility and effort?
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2 Telecom use-cases
As telecom infrastructure is moving away from bare-metal servers, and into the cloud through
Network Function Virtualization (NFV), new avenues for provisioning resources become available. In
5G networks provisioning will be done through starting or stopping Virtualized Network Functions
(VNFs) as needed, making scaling elastic instead of static. If a static amount of resources is allocated
for some region, the state of provisioning might fluctuate between under-provisioning, which would
violate Service Level Agreements (SLAs), or severe over-provisioning, which would be costly and waste
energy [34].

2.1 The Tieto test bed
Tieto’s test bed is essentially a mock 5G network with real traffic passing through it. The traffic in the
network is generated by feeding a traffic model to the test bed. The traffic model can be quite simple,
with throughput for different times, associated with hard-coded cells. The traffic model can also be
more dynamic and emergent. Since the test bed isn’t a live network with real users, it can be used to try
out different scenarios which would be rare in real networks (terrorist attacks, large events, et cetera).
The test bed also doesn’t have the constraint of having to serve real users, so strategies for e.g.
provisioning that can’t be tested in live networks can be tested in the test bed, without the risk of
consequences to real end-users.

2.1.1 Control Plane and User Plane
The Tieto test bed keeps track of cells and their
associated throughputs. When a user turns on their
User Equipment (UE, e.g. a cellphone) the test bed
can perform an “attach” for that UE. When a UE is
turned off, or when there isn’t a cell to serve a UE, the
test bed can perform a “release”. When a user would
be better served by a cell that it isn’t currently
attached to, the test bed can perform a “handover”.

These actions (attach/release/handover) give rise to
Control Plane traffic within the telecom network,
while a stationary user using a cellphone to watch
YouTube would be creating mostly User Plane traffic.

In Figure 1, there’s an unattached UE in Cell 2 (red).
As it’s located within a cell’s radius, it’s able to attach
to the cell, generating Control Plane traffic as it does
so. In Cell 1, an unattached UE is quite close to the
edge of a cell. Were it to move a small amount, it
would have to release from the cell, also generating
Control Plane traffic. In the overlap between Cell 2
and Cell 3 there’s an attached UE, if it were to move,
it’s likely that it would give rise to a handover, which
would, just like in the case of a release or an attach,
also produce Control Plane traffic.

2.1.2 Emergent traffic models
For traffic models to be emergent they must be able to generate behaviors based on initial conditions
that would otherwise be hard to forecast. One source of inspiration for finding ways of creating
emergent behaviors is looking to the real world, and to realize that given its current state, it’s quite
hard to forecast future events. Given this insight, a straightforward path of generating emergent traffic
models becomes clear; one simply has to simulate the real world. Of course, simulating the real world
is almost the definition of “non-trivial”, and certainly outside the scope of a thesis paper, but relevant
aspects of “simulating the world” may be identified and tackled.

In a static traffic model, the actions relating to Control Plane traffic described in 2.1.1 may be triggered
by having users randomly attach or release using given probabilities. Handovers might work similarly,
but there would have to be a graph describing cell adjacencies. However, this approach would lead to
the resulting behavior being quite easily forecasted.

Cell 1

Cell 2
Cell 3

Figure 1 Users with associated UEs. Colors
indicating their attach state. Superimposed on
three cells belonging to a Radio Base Station.
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By instead trying to model an entire geographical region, with users moving around as they might be
expected to in the real world, and with service usage reflecting the service usage of real users it
becomes hard to forecast the exact traffic. Depending on the fidelity/realism of the mobility and the
service usage, the traffic within the test bed could be quite like the traffic in real telecom networks.
Therefore, investigating mobility simulation is important for the Tieto test bed, and hence, important
for studying provisioning of resources in telecom networks.
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3 Mobility traces

3.1 Background and overview
In the vehicular mobility literature, a “trace” is a log of vehicular movements. Such traces can either be
based directly on real-world data (“real-world traces”), or stem from simulations (“synthetic traces”).
Synthetic traces have been produced for many locations, such as for Cologne [2], Porto [3], Turin [4],
Karlsruhe [5], Zürich [6], Berlin [7], Bologna [8], Luxembourg [9], Portland [10], Braunschweig [11]
and the Canton of Zürich [12].

The synthetic traces are of varying resolutions in terms of time granularity. Furthermore, the areas
that they cover are of very different sizes, the number of vehicles vary, and the simulators as well as
methods used to establish them vary. Among the mentioned traces, the Cologne trace [2] stands out as
the most complete one, with a time granularity of 1 second, a duration of 24 hours, 400 km² of the
Cologne region is covered, as well as 700.000 car trips. In connection to creating this trace, a review of
the existing literature was performed, in fact, all the traces thus mentioned are all reviewed and
summarized in one of the papers presenting the Cologne trace [2].

Given the high quality of what was achieved by S. Uppoor et. al. [2], both in providing an enviable
synthetic trace, as well as in reviewing related work, it makes sense to use it as a starting point in
trying to produce traces for new locations. To produce the Cologne trace, the simulation software
SUMO [13] was used to simulate the vehicular traffic. For SUMO to have a road topology to work with,
data was extracted from OpenStreetMap [14], albeit slightly modified to work better with SUMO.
Traffic demand was modeled by synthesizing information about where residents of Cologne live, work,
their socio-demographic characteristics, their points of interest (where people work and spend their
free time), and their habits and schedule.

3.2 Implications for future work
30700 daily activity reports from 7000 households were used as part of the modeling of traffic
demand, and resulted in the Origin-Destination Matrix (O/D matrix) then used by SUMO for
simulation. The fact that such data was available for the case of creating a synthetic trace for Cologne is
interesting. Since collecting such an amount of data would be outside the scope for a thesis project, a
few questions arise naturally. Namely, (1) is similar data already available and (2) if it isn’t, can one do
without it? The fact that different locations have access to different data, both quantitatively and
qualitatively also suggests that creating synthetic traces for new locations is important in building up
an armory of methods to draw from, as well as testing how well methods used in one location
generalize to other locations. To build such traces, exploring and evaluating the state of producing
mobility simulation scenarios is essential. This paper will, as previously mentioned, focus on
evaluating the state of creating mobility simulations, and hence tackles some of these issues.

3.3 Not simulating mobility
For some use-cases, creating a custom mobility scenario may be wasted effort, given the existence of
mobility traces. The mobility trace would still have to be reviewed to see if they fit the use-case, but
nevertheless, using an existing mobility trace is an interesting alternative. The usefulness of mobility
traces strengthens the case for producing mobility simulations, since mobility traces are outputs of
such simulations.

3.4 Summary
Mobility traces are log files that can be produced through mobility simulation. They can sometimes be
a substitute for doing custom mobility simulations. A few vehicular mobility traces are of very high
quality. These were produced with mobility simulation software, the methodology used for their
production provides a starting point for high-fidelity mobility simulation.
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4 A naïve approach

4.1 Background and overview
There will never be perfect mobility data for a given location, barring significant government
intervention, or every single human being in a location carrying some kind of location-tracking device
with them at all times while willingly giving up their data [18] (and even then, there will of course be
physical aspects which won’t be modeled). So, some amount of imperfection will necessarily go into
any mobility model. In the most naïve case, a plane of (x, y) coordinates, and a random distribution of
people all moving around randomly might be imagined. While simulating such a thing could be seen as
simulating the mobility of N people, it would be unusable for almost any conceivable use case.

However, by mapping between that (x, y) plane and some ellipsoid representing the surface of the
earth for a specific region, and in turn distributing the population on that plane based on demographic
data for the region, something that looks vaguely realistic starts to emerge. By adding some
information about daily activities and where they take place, the simulation may suddenly be usable
for some use-cases. Say for instance that data for what districts of a city people live in is available, and
in what districts they work. A simulation built on such data may at the very least provide a rough sense
for the spread of the population as they travel to their workplaces.

There are some choices to make for such a rough simulation. For instance, when it comes to
movement, how would the population move around the city? In the most naïve case they would just
move in straight lines across the (x, y) plane to reach their destinations. This of course doesn’t take
into account a multitude of things, but perhaps chiefly (1) any geographical features whatsoever, such
as rivers, lakes, highways et cetera and (2) that humans rarely move as the crow flies, or even along
geodesics.

A potential improvement to this, that does take (1) into consideration, would be to have movement in
the city done through routing paths along roads, paths and ways that exist in the city, using
OpenStreetMap [14] or Google Maps [25] (both considered to be of high quality) or similar as an
underlying source for such data.

When planning routes, it’s important to note the mode of transport, since bikes seldom travel along
highways if there are dedicated bike paths available, while cars (hopefully) almost never travel along
dedicated bike paths. All routes may of course be planned as passengers travelling in cars, and it’s
possible that such a model would be more accurate than one where a large amount of people are
traveling across lakes and rivers, but it would be an extra source of inaccuracy. Another limitation
worth mentioning is that this approach doesn’t fully factor in that people are not automatons who
always end up choosing the “fastest route”, or that they don’t always follow routes, and it also doesn’t
factor in congestion and similar at all, or that the mode of transport may change during the trip.

4.1.1 Route planning
The classic algorithm for calculating routes is Dijkstra’s Algorithm, presented in the late 50’s [28], and
pretty much anyone who has taken an introductory course featuring search algorithms has been
exposed to it. However, for real-world applications advances have been made to make such
calculations much faster than running a Dijkstra’s with a simple/prototypical representation. By 2007,
papers presented versions that were up to one million times faster than the standard Dijkstra’s [29],
and by 2009 the same authors presented similar results, but this time presented as up to three million
times faster than the prototypical Dijkstra’s [30]. When choosing a way to do routing, there’s therefore
reason to look into the state-of-the-art before naïvely computing routes using Dijkstra’s. It is however
reasonable to assume that modern route planning APIs already take these advances into consideration,
and hence, in the case of naïve mobility simulations, using an already available route planning API is a
way to avoid expending too much effort re-inventing the wheel.
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4.2 Challenges
In the RECAP project there is, as previously stated, an interest in mobility modeling. Some naïve
modeling had already been done by P. O. Östberg prior to this thesis project. These models are
proprietary and based on confidential demographic data, but since they were a first approximation
from where a starting point was gained, the scope of the modeling has to be disclosed and discussed,
although much of it resembles the background and overview already presented.
In the existing model some demographic data had been provided by the Umeå municipality. The
demographic data had information about where people live, work, and go to school. Since the
demographic data was aggregated by city districts, the simulated population was dispersed through
statistical means, and itineraries were generated based on workplaces and schools and such. For
movement, since there was no integration of map data, the population moved to their target locations
along straight paths, with some amount of zigzagging added to make the movements noisier.

This model fulfilled some aspects of realism, namely that the simulated population matched that of the
simulated location, they moved roughly to where a real population would have moved, but they didn’t
do so by taking into account real-world geographical constraints that would normally exist for their
movements, such as rivers. As such, it’s a good approximation, and might be good enough for many
use-cases. However, exploring less naïve models was still of interest, and hence there was a need for
this thesis to explore what could be improved.

To see if the model could be made less naïve and more usable, both in terms of the model, and the
inspection of the model, some implementation was needed. Namely, getting the population to move
along routes to fulfill their itineraries. Thus, this was implemented as part of this thesis project. To be
able to inspect the route-following, map-based visualization was investigated, and a slew of different
approaches tried, until a sufficient method of visualization had been found.

4.2.1 Route planning challenges
As previously mentioned, a lot has been done since the
late 50’s with respect to route planning. Solutions for
route-planning build on these improvements and hence
using one of those is reasonable to avoid having to get
immersed in the state-of-the-art of route planning.
GraphHopper is an Open Source route planning API
that can work in conjunction with data from
OpenStreetMap, and can be run locally. For a limited
road topology such as the one for Umeå, Sweden,
routes are calculated quite fast (see benchmarks
below).

4.2.1.1 GraphHopper algorithms
Mobility simulation ultimately deals with reality, and
the constraints of the real world, rather than abstract
and mathematical constraints. This is not necessarily
the case for Computer Science. Hence, although route
planning depends on algorithms from Computer
Science, there are still real-world details that affect
what approaches are viable.

In practice, this often means sacrificing flexibility for performance, or vice versa.

“If you're willing to restrict the flexibility of your approach, you can almost always do
something better.” – John Carmack

For GraphHopper, this means that there are three modes for route planning available; “flexible”,
“fast”, and “hybrid”.

The fast mode is the default approach, and the fastest one, but is inflexible when it comes to changing
parameters between requests. The fast mode relies on Contraction Hierarchies (CH) to simplify the
graph representation of the road network. Instead of doing shortest path searches on the road network
where each junction is represented as a node, the graph is preprocessed using CH to create shortcuts.
This greatly speeds up queries, which rely on bidirectional Dijkstra’s.

Figure 2 Routes and a simulated
population following them
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The flexible mode allows users to change parameters between requests (such as whether to avoid toll
booths and motorways), but uses the graph representation previously mentioned (with each junction
as a node), but without a preprocessing step to make the graph representation faster to perform
searches on.

The hybrid mode is a fast yet flexible third option. It uses landmarks and the triangle inequality to
speed up route calculations. Essentially, landmarks are selected so that they’re as topologically as far
away from each other as possible (not necessarily the same as the farthest points away from each other
in a Euclidean sense), then weights are calculated between the landmarks and all other nodes. Since
the hybrid mode utilizes subnetworks á Tarjan’s strongly connected components algorithm, landmarks
must be selected for each subnetwork. In the end, the hybrid mode ends up being about 10 times
slower than the fast mode relying on CH, but at least it allows increasing weights in the network and
similar (which might be of interest if there’s suddenly congestion and similar).

4.2.1.2 GraphHopper benchmarks
249 734 trips were computed for the Umeå area (the area defined by the rectangle with corners 63.42
lat, 19.56 lon and 64.46 lat, 21.39 lon). Start points and end points for the trips were based on
demographic data for Umeå.

Min 1st quartile Median Mean 3rd Quartile Max

0.01287 0.77030 0.93740 0.94620 1.10500 43.49000

Table 1 Summary of GraphHopper route computation results, in milliseconds

The results were obtained with default settings (i.e. “fast mode”), using “car” as the mode of transport,
and timing how long it would take to obtain a “response”.

StopWatch stopWatch = new StopWatch().start();
GHResponse ghResponse = getGHResponse(startCoords, endCoords);
long responseTime = stopWatch.stop().getNanos();

The computations were made on a home computer, but provide ballpark figures for routing. The
relevant fact is that a route takes less than a millisecond to compute using GraphHopper, without any
attempts at optimization through the low-level API. Which means that the total time required to
compute trips for Umeå was around 4 minutes. Since the routes were pre-computed the exact time it
took to compute them isn’t relevant, but with sub-millisecond route computations, computing trips in
real-time may be feasible, depending on parameters such as how fast the simulation is supposed to
run, how much the routes cluster temporally, and so on.

4.2.1.3 Using computed routes
The routes provided by GraphHopper are provided in the form of lists of geo-coordinates. To follow
these routes, there must be some way of translating between adjacent pairs of geo-coordinates and
distances in some unit of length.

E.g. by using the haversine formula:

where the ’s are latitudes and the ’s are longitudes, both expressed in radians.

The calculated distances would then be traversed by the simulated individuals, according to whatever
speed is set for them. Speeds can either be the same for all the moving individuals, vary for different
individuals, or vary depending on speed limits, mode of transport et cetera, depending on what level of
realism is needed.
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4.2.2 Visualization challenges
A mobility simulation is represented as geo-spatial data, which
lends itself to being interpreted visually. Since human judgment
is an important feature for determining the realism or quality of
a simulation [2][3][4][5][6][7], visualization becomes important
[2]. In the case of the Cologne mobility scenario for instance:

“We also identify wrong restrictions by checking the
features of congested intersections and T-junctions
against the real-world road signalization through the
Google Street View service: when necessary, we
correct the OSM data via visual inspection.”

The alternative to visualization would be to go through millions
of lines of text to inspect the simulation. Hence, there’s a
question of how to visualize a scenario in a performant way, or
opt to have everything in a text-based format only. While doing
so in the browser, on top of Google Maps is somewhat of an
arbitrary choice, it is what is examined for this paper.
Using Google Maps and visualizing the population with
markers proves way too slow, i.e. just loading 5000
markers takes several seconds, never mind moving them or
zooming. Loading 140 000 markers is a good way to crash
the browser. Using the Google Maps API to get heatmaps
and updating them also makes simulations very sluggish
when working with thousands of simulated individuals. A
heatmap consisting of 5000 points works, but is very slow
when zooming. 140 000 points crashes the browser, just as
with the marker example.

Rendering tiles on a backend service was also tried, but the
available amount of zoom levels would either have to be
limited (which makes inspection harder) or the time
granularity would have to be limited for that approach to
be feasible, since drawing images on a backend can take
several seconds if enough zoom levels are used (the
approach that was tested for this was using
BufferedImage/ImageIO/Graphics2D in Java).

However, with WebGL as the underlying technology for
rendering, performant large-scale visualization is possible
and the ability to visually inspect the simulation for
unreasonable behavior is gained. For the purposes of this
thesis, three.js was used to work with WebGL.

4.3 Summary
Building naïve mobility simulations can be done iteratively.
It’s possible to tailor naïve mobility simulations to the data
that is available. Visualization is important for inspecting and
representing mobility models, and is something that must be
built for naïve mobility simulations. There are bad
approaches for visualization of geospatial data in terms of
performance, choosing the right underlying technology solves
the problem. Fast route planning APIs are available but do
not take congestion, multi-modal transportation, et cetera
into account.

Figure 3 Simulated individuals from
the demographic model available in
RECAP. Why visual inspection is key.

Figure 4 500 individuals visualized using
the Google Maps Heatmap.

Figure 5 140 000 simulated individuals
moving randomly on top of Google Maps.
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5 Mobility modeling with SUMO

5.1 Background and overview
SUMO (Simulation of Urban Mobility) is a road traffic simulation software/package developed by the
Institute of Transportation Systems at the German Aerospace Center (DLR), and is open source and
thus both free to use and to build upon. SUMO has been used to generate traces for Cologne [2], Turin
[4], Bologna [8] and Luxembourg [9]. SUMO is capable of simulating traffic on the microscopic level,
modeling the behavior of individual drivers, but also supports simulation in terms of flows on the
macroscopic level, as well as a mix of macroscopic modeling and microscopic modeling called
“mesoscopic” modeling.

SUMO relies on a series of XML files as input. These
describe everything from the road topology to what
traffic is to be simulated. The most important of these
is probably the road topology, which is represented as
a graph of edges and nodes (”junctions”), which is a
common representation for road networks. However,
this representation does cause some problems, as
coordinates are available, but only for nodes (see
5.2.2. Traffic Demand). The coordinates are defined
by the leftmost bottom point defined as the origin.
Each junction has an x, and y position that determines
how many meters away from the origin it is. SUMO
road topologies (”networks”) can have a parameter in
the beginning of the XML file that defines what
geographic coordinate (given a particular coordinate
reference system) the origin maps to.

5.1.1 Car-following model
A driver following the vehicle ahead while tracking it is a
behavior called “car-following”, and it is a task that has
been studied since the late 50’s. Car-following is a behavior
on the microscopic level that has great impact on the
macroscopic level [15]. The task of a car following model is
to determine the speed of a vehicle. There are many ways to
model car following, but in the case of SUMO, Krauß’s car-
following model [33] is used. Krauß’s model is close enough
to real life as to mimic real observed traffic flow, in terms of
vehicular outflow, speed, density and the effect of e.g. slow
vehicles and congestion [15].

5.1.2 Lane-changing model
Lane-changing is another behavior drivers engage in on the
microscopic level, and it is what it sounds like; drivers not
sticking to a specific lane, but instead switching lanes
depending on context. The task of a lane-changing model is not merely to determine lane choice, but
also adjust speeds in the case of lane changes. Lane-changing has a major impact on traffic efficiency
[16], and in the case of SUMO, Krajzewicz’s lane-changing model [17] is used, but has been modified
extensively to better reflect edge cases it previously didn’t account for gracefully [16].

5.1.3 Intersection model
Another microscopic behavior that SUMO models is the behavior at intersections, in terms of right-of-
way rules, gap acceptance and avoiding junction blockage [16].

5.1.4 Route planning
Route planning in SUMO is similar to route planning in GraphHopper, with the canonical graph
representation for either A* or Dijkstra’s being one where each junction is a node, and the parts of
streets extending between junctions as edges. SUMO can also utilize Contraction Hierarchies, but
since the point of SUMO is high-fidelity simulation of traffic, one preprocessing step isn’t enough,
instead, SUMO allows users to set a “weight period”, which specifies how often preprocessing should

Figure 6 Simplified description of how road
topologies are defined in SUMO

Figure 7 SUMO simulation with
random traffic flows in Umeå.
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be re-computed. SUMO also allows a way of using Contraction Hierarchies where each vehicle class
has its own separate preprocessing step.

Although these methods work well at routing vehicles along the shortest path, they work less well
when it comes to creating realistic traffic flows. Therefore, SUMO provides alternative algorithms that
take the current state of the simulation into account. The default for these being Gawron’s algorithm,
which uses stochasticity in how routes are chosen, but with the shortest path being the likeliest route.
It then changes probabilities based on what routes have been selected previously.

5.2 Challenges
Building scenarios with SUMO is fairly involved. The first thing to note is that any previous work done
on more naïve levels of simulation will probably be made obsolete by migrating to SUMO, with data
collection being the big exception.
5.2.1 Road topology
The pipeline for getting road topology to work in SUMO is relatively straightforward, and the SUMO
Wiki [24] is a great aide. A “3-click tool”; “OSMWebWizard”, is provided to extract and download
OpenStreetMap data by selecting an area on a map. The tool then turns that OSM data into a road
topology accepted by SUMO. There are also options in the wizard to add random traffic flows, which
can be used for highlighting errors in the conversion from OSM data to a SUMO road topology.

It should be noted that the conversion is quite error-prone, and it takes a fair amount of human
calibration to patch it up. Without calibration and validation, small errors can cause a lot of congestion
and make the simulation unusable, although it’s advisable to work on traffic demand before patching
the road topology, since what might cause large errors with random traffic flows may not be as bad
when relying on real data. E.g. if there’s an intersection that is not working properly, and the
randomization puts enough traffic there to cause a buildup of cars, but in reality, there aren’t that
many cars driving through that intersection, and hence no unrealistic buildup when relying on real
data instead of randomized data.

5.2.2 Traffic demand
Traffic demand is not straightforward to model. SUMO provides many ways to work with traffic
demand. In its simplest form, a “trip file” may be created by hand or through some external tool.
However, it is not feasible to create a trip file by hand when working with entire cities, so some sort of
tool must be used to map between trips as defined by SUMO and trips as defined in some custom way.
At a minimum a “trip” is defined by an id, a departure time, an edge of origin, and an edge of
destination. So, when working with trips, there needs to be some way of mapping between edges in the
road network topology accepted by SUMO, and whatever custom data is available (e.g. trip itineraries
defined by geo-coordinates). It gets messier however, since there may be an interest in specifying the
exact lane a vehicle is to depart from, a specific position for a vehicle to depart from (since edges and
lanes span areas), at what speed a vehicle should enter the simulation (relevant when simulating
through-traffic, for instance), or even intermediate edges that must be passed through during the trip.

It’s also possible to use “traffic flows”, which work much in the same way as “trips”, but instead of a
departure time, a time interval must be specified. Since a flow consists of many vehicles, the number of
vehicles to be inserted must also be specified. As a result, vehicles are inserted uniformly during the
time interval.

Another way of modeling traffic demand is to use O/D matrices. Such matrices are sometimes
available from traffic authorities and similar, in that case the OD2TRIPS tool provided as part of the
SUMO suite may be used. The tool turns such matrices into trip definitions. In the case of not having
access to pre-existing O/D-matrices, it’s possible to create one by hand. This however, is also fairly
involved.

First, Traffic Assignment Zones (TAZ) would have to be defined, in the form of a collection of edges, as
defined by a road network topology file. If demographic data based on districts is available, and those
districts are defined by real-world boundaries it’s possible to use the POLYCONVERT tool, included in
SUMO to parse polygons, either from OpenStreetMap, VISUM, ELMAR, ArcView or as XML (with a
schema readable by POLYCONVERT). If access to the coordinates of the boundaries making up the
districts is not available for the demographic data, but a map of them is available, those districts can be
traced by hand and translated into coordinates. OpenStreetMap may also have the districts defined
already, as was the case for Umeå, where the Berghem district, for instance, matched the demographic
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data provided by the municipality very closely [22] (this was not the case for many of the other
districts).

Once POLYCONVERT has been used, and access to the districts in a SUMO-recognizable shape format
has been gained, it is possible to then feed the shape file to the SUMO-provided Python script,
edgesInDistricts.py, which outputs a TAZ file containing all the edges within that district. The TAZ file
can then be used in conjunction with an O/D flow to generate a trip file. Of course, defining O/D flows
is also non-trivial [23], but some rough guesstimates could probably be used as a rough version.

If there’s access to traffic data, SUMO provides a tool called “JTRROUTER” to model traffic demand
based on turning ratios at junctions. These are defined by specifying some time interval, an edge from
which vehicles are arriving, and the edges that the vehicle may turn onto, and the associated
probabilities for turning onto those edges. Again, matching whatever format the data happens to be in
with SUMO-specific data is required. When modeling traffic with JTRROUTER, “sink edges” can be
used. These edges cause vehicles to be removed from the network. It’s also possible to have vehicles
disappear at random. Flows may also be defined, but without a predefined destination.

If data from induction loops is available, SUMO provides a tool called “DFROUTER”. Which takes data
in the form of induction loop definitions and induction loop measures and outputs vehicle definitions,
vehicle types and routes. However, the Wiki warns against using DFROUTER in cities, as it is known
to have issues and instead recommends using the “flowrouter.py”, which is also included by SUMO,
but under production, and hence continually updated [24].

Finally, there’s “ACTIVITYGEN”, which looks promising when perusing the wiki, but is now “dead”
due to not supporting the new multimodal features of SUMO, according to private correspondence
with researchers in the field. Nominally it takes some statistics about a location, such as the number of
inhabitants, households, incoming/outgoing traffic, population age brackets, work hours, streets (and
how many people live/work on each street) as well as schools. There are also parameters to specify
under what age people are considered to be children, retirement age, the rate of car driving, the
unemployment rate, how far people are willing to travel by foot, and labor demand. Since streets are
defined by edges, one would have to use some tool like POLYCONVERT, or even POLYCONVERT but
after processing its output slightly, and then assign population to each street.

5.2.3 Tools to make modeling easier
Building a simulation scenario with SUMO requires using a slew of binaries, scripts, configuration
files, files used for data, partially processed data et cetera, a master script is needed to keep track of all
the moving parts. Since keeping track of everything is a common need, some tools are available to
make the process easier. Chief among those tools is SUMOPy [31] which serves both as a GUI for
modeling, a python library to access things in a unified way, as well as an application that keeps track
of different parts of the modeling. While the authors of SUMOPy claim that one of the goals of
SUMOPy is to make modeling with SUMO easier for those not familiar with command line utilities and
scripting, it requires specific versions for its dependencies to work properly, and will throw errors and
not work if different versions are used.

In the case of the mobility scenario currently being built for Monaco [20], SUMOPy is not used, and
instead some scripts are available. These scripts can be used for people interested in constructing their
own mobility scenarios, but would likely have to be modified extensively.

5.2.4 Data collection
As described, there are a lot of ways to model traffic demand, and it’s very dependent on the data one
possesses about a given location. If data that wasn’t available at the start of the modeling becomes
available at a later date, the initial approach may turn out to be suboptimal. Collecting as much data
upfront as possible is therefore a wise decision. It’s also likely that the relevant data doesn’t come from
the same source, as some may come from a municipality, and some from a traffic authority, and some
from some statistical government agency, and so on. This may create somewhat of an impasse as the
different sources may deliver their data at different points in time. It’s important to note that the type
of data that is available changes the way traffic can be modeled. For the mobility scenario currently
being built for Monaco [20], it’s clear that data gathering is a big part of the process worth considering
when planning to build a mobility scenario, as it sets the stage for the rest of the work.
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5.2.4.1 Ethics of data collection
When gathering data, some thought must be given to ethical considerations of such collection, since
data is based on the activities or demographic data of real people. In some instances, it’s possible to
figure out real identities based on aggregated data. However, when trying to get data from
municipalities and governments, such assessments will often be made by those bodies, but when
unifying different data sources, there is still reason to be vigilant in complying with local laws and
ethical best practices. For this thesis, some access to demographic data has been permitted by the
Umeå Municipality, with such granularity as to warrant confidentiality.

5.2.5 SUMO development
SUMO is under constant development, their nightly builds can sometimes contain important changes,
and it’s a good idea to keep up with the development while working with SUMO as a tool.
The mailing list contains some information not yet available from other sources, and it is hence
important to follow it to keep up with the current state of the project. There’s also a conference
dedicated to SUMO, and like most other niche subjects it’s reasonable to expect that there’s a lot of
knowledge on best practices not yet formalized, that may become available through engaging with the
community. An example of this can be gleaned from looking at the commit history of the mobility
scenario currently being built for Monaco, where one commit message contains the text “minor fixes
after SUMOCon discussion” [32].

5.2.6 Validation and calibration
After having gathered data, extracted a road topology, and modeled traffic demand, there’s still a long
process of validation and calibration to get everything to work properly. In private correspondence
with researchers within the field, it was assessed that a mobility scenario with proper calibration and
validation could take up to a year to construct for a location, for a lone researcher. This is not
insignificant in terms of costs measured in work hours, and hence presents a strong reason for not
doing a high-fidelity simulation without making sure one is needed.

5.3 Summary
SUMO is a mobility simulation software/package. It provides a lot of functionality that naïve tools
can’t mimic easily. For sophisticated behaviors of drivers et cetera, something like SUMO is needed.
SUMO is not very easy to work with at present though, and requires a lot of translation and
transformation of what data is available. With calibration and validation as the final step to get a
SUMO mobility scenario to work well, it can take up to a year for a lone researcher to build something
useful for a location.
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6 Comparison and evaluation

6.1 Varying degrees of realism
There are many reasons to model/simulate the mobility of the population in a region, with different
demands on realism. For certain tasks, only rough estimations of how many people are currently in a
large district of a city are of interest. For other tasks, much more realistic simulation (e.g. taking
buildings, or very detailed vehicular behavior into account) becomes relevant. This paper makes a
shallow analysis of what aspects, or variety of “realism” is relevant to Tieto’s use-case in RECAP, and
discusses how “realism” is treated in the existing literature.

6.2 Comparison between mobility simulation approaches

Approach Demands on data Realism Flexibility Effort
Naïve Low, a custom tool

can be built around
any available data.

Medium. Will likely
not factor in multi-
modal
transportation,
congestion &c, but
overall mobility (but
not exact traffic
patterns) may fit the
real world.

High, a naïve
approach may be
catered to
specific use-cases
and built around
them.

Medium, but high
variance. Depends
on what aspects
are considered
important for a
specific use-case.

SUMO
(high-
fidelity)

High, not only does
SUMO only use
specific types of
data, all data must
be mapped to the
structures SUMO is
built upon.

High. Not only is it
possible to model
multi-modal
transportation, a
well-tuned scenario
will be accurate on
the microscopic
level, when looking
at traffic patterns.

High, a well-
tuned scenario
may be used for
any type of use-
case.

Extremely high,
for a scenario to
work at all, every
part of it must be
tuned, and
relevant data must
be available. A
single person
could well spend
an entire year
building a well-
tuned scenario.

Trace None Depends on the
source.

Low, only
available for
certain locations,
with the
characteristics of
those locations.

Low, no real set-
up other than
parsing is
required.

Table 2 Qualitative comparison between different mobility simulation approaches.

6.3 The Tieto use-case
For the Tieto use-case, accurate Control Plane traffic is important, so users should pass between cells
in a way that fits reality. Another aspect that’s also important is that users should react in realistic
ways to unanticipated events. Overall, congestion could be somewhat useful, in that it has a high effect
on macroscopic traffic patterns, but overall, this level of detail isn’t that important, since routing
without considering congestion would still have users passing through the same number of cells, albeit
at a slightly different rate, with slightly different timing. Of course, if there’s nothing but guesses to
base timings on, even for a high-fidelity scenario, then the high-fidelity approach doesn’t offer much in
terms of relevant aspects of realism. For User Plane traffic, it doesn’t matter much how detailed the
level of realism is, the more important aspect is the ability to model agents and their schedules, and tie
these agents to cells as they pass through them, if only a small fraction of User Plane traffic is produced
while agents are mobile, and the rest produced while they are more stationary, then mobility probably
isn’t a large factor, with the main gain being the low-hanging fruit of having any mobility at all, to get a
better idea of what activities an agent might be engaging in during a day.
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7 Discussion

7.1 Discussion of results
The most significant thing found when comparing different simulation approaches is the centrality of
available data. Currently different countries, municipalities, cities et cetera have very heterogenous
data available, and often when it is available, it’s not following a standard. This makes it very difficult
to leverage state-of-the-art algorithms, since they usually rely on very particular representations. In
the future, as digitalization of the commons ramps up, more standardized ways of providing data may
be available (at least within single countries), and tools that bundle state-of-the-art algorithms may
become more plug-and-play. As it stands though, this clearly is not the case, as even available map
data is too broken to be relied on (without significant intervention) for high-fidelity approaches to
simulation.

Hence, “building from available data” is a currently very viable bottom-up approach, compared to
fitting available data into a top-down solution. This will probably change as better and more
standardized data becomes available.

Traces are also a very viable substitute to high-fidelity simulation, but using traces means being
restricted to locations for which high-quality traces exist, such as Cologne or Bologna. Using traces
also means being limited to whatever time granularity was set when producing said traces.

7.2 Defining and measuring realism
In much of the literature, “realism”, or “realistic” is used without a clear definition being given [20],
even if used in every other paragraph [2][15][21]. It is simply assumed that the reader will be able to
infer what is meant by realism.

“Realism” is a useful descriptor since people will often have good intuitions for what it entails given a
certain context, but it’s something that is incredibly hard to categorize when a context is not implied.
After reviewing the literature and exploring different levels of mobility simulation, it has become clear
that it’s not useful to define a taxonomy of realism in a way that is divorced from specific use-cases.
Indeed, doing so would only be trading usefulness for legibility, where legibility would serve no real
purpose, other than to signal academic impressiveness and authority (which is always tempting).

In the case of the vehicular mobility simulation in Cologne, realism was measured by comparing the
congestion of the simulation with congestion data from ViaMichelin and Google Maps, at 17:00, which
was deemed to be of critical relevance due to it being in the middle of the afternoon peak in traffic [2].
However, in the case of modeling multimodal (pedestrians, bicycles, motorcycles, cars et cetera)
mobility for Monaco, the availability of traffic data from Google Maps and Waze is noted as “not usable
to validate the mobility traces, but it can be used to provide a reasonable estimation of the traffic
flows” [20].

The literature on Design Patterns may perhaps serve as a parallel and a cautionary tale. In trying to
mimic the field of architecture, much effort was put into categorization of computer code on a general
level, with many claims of usefulness being touted. However, systematic review of the field did not
result in finding any evidence for the supposed benefits [19]. Such a failure mode may be avoided by
refusing to provide strict subcategories for “realism”, and instead focus on specific use-cases, and
emphasize which aspects of reality are relevant, and which ones aren’t, while trying to come up with
ways to measure those as faithfully as possible. I.e. more of a focus on “useful tricks”, useful given
certain contexts, than on formalization.

Furthermore, even though realism is discussed in terms of congestion and traffic flow for mobility
simulation, it is not clear that this is the only aspect of realism relevant for specific use-cases where
mobility is only a part of the overall problem to be solved. In fact, in the case of vehicular networks,
physical obstacles play a role in signal propagation. It is therefore recommended to factor in that
vehicles themselves shadow wireless communications [15]. Hence, one must always make sure that the
mobility model one chooses to use takes into account the type of realism pertinent to one’s particular
use-case. This might be no easy task, given that existing literature, scenarios and tools might have been
created for entirely different use-cases. That evaluating mobility models and their “realism” is based
on human judgment to large extent is also a sentiment expressed on the SUMO mailing list, and in
exchanges between researchers in the field.
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7.3 Comparison between visualization methods
The comparison between different ways to visualize the simulation suffers from lacking real
benchmarks. Choosing Google Maps as the underlying map technology imposes some constraints, and
benchmarking is one of them. It’s straightforward to benchmark how long it takes to update the data
structures that the rendering uses, but profiling the draw/composite calls is harder, and was not done.
Instead the relevant aspects and assessments are provided, but without hard numbers.

7.4 Choice of method
While reviewing literature is an orthodox choice for a thesis paper, some of the other methods chosen
are not as common, given the field. The choice of implementation isn’t that unorthodox, but doing so
to see whether it poses a challenge, and if so what the challenges are, seems uncommon. However, if
creating mobility scenarios is of interest without much insight into the state of the field, the author of
this paper argues that the methods chosen are the most relevant ones and would mirror the approach a
novice would take, even if not doing it as a thesis project (e.g. someone interested in mobility
simulation as part of a business interest, or similar). It is thus the author’s hope that readers of this
paper will come away with an understanding of the challenges and trade-offs involved in simulating
mobility, as well as a cursory understanding of what has been done in the field. The choice of method,
as well as the research question is motivated by this wish.

7.5 Incompleteness of results
There are many aspects left to explore with respect to mobility simulation and creating new scenarios,
this paper is an attempt to list some of the potential challenges, as well as describe the pipeline for
working with specific tools. There are many tools that are not explored in this paper, and many
alternative approaches one might take. Obviously, it’s impossible to be all-encompassing, so the scope
will naturally be limited. SUMO, for instance, is only one of a handful of mobility simulators, but it’s
open source and there’s plenty of literature relating to it, as well as documentation. It may very well be
that working with other simulators is different, but given the very different contexts for various
locations in terms of available data, and local conditions, it would be very surprising if the challenges
involved in working with those would be much different from those presented in this paper.

7.6 Simulation tools other than SUMO
SUMO is not the only tool for mobility simulation, but it is Open Source and has a lot of literature and
a community of researchers supporting it. There are other commercial tools that could be used for the
same purposes that were not looked at for this paper, such as PTV Visum/Vissim. How these tools
work and what they can do is left out entirely.

7.7 Code, rights, and ownership
Code or materials produced during this thesis will likely not be released, due to Intellectual
Property/confidentiality/licensing concerns.
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8 Conclusion
There exists a significant trade-off between achieving high-fidelity mobility simulations and a naïve
simulation in terms of effort that must be spent to produce them (see 6.2). Furthermore, “realism” is
highly dependent on use-case and is hard to reason about without a specific use-case in mind. Mobility
traces exist as an output of previous mobility simulation, using these instead of doing a mobility
simulation from scratch is a way to alleviate the problem, provided there already exists a mobility trace
that matches the demands of the use-case. Knowing what level of or what aspects of realism is needed
for a specific use-case is crucial before attempting any kind of mobility simulation. Tools exist to
alleviate a lot of the challenges that are commonly encountered when attempting mobility simulation,
but given heterogeneity of available data to base simulations on, as well as heterogeneity of use-cases,
constructing a mobility simulation that is tailored to a specific use-case remains a challenging task.
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